MAINTENANCE MANAGER
NÜWIEL is a Hamburg based startup developing electric transportation solutions for last mile logistics.
NÜWIEL is founded in 2016 with a vision is to improve air quality in cities and reduce negative impact
of traffic emissions on environment and public health by providing a sustainable mobility: electric
trailer (eTrailer) for bikes.
NÜWIEL’s patent pending technology enables the eTrailer to automatically accelerate and brake. A
cyclist makes no additional effort when cycling with the trailer yet carries 150kg. Among our customers
are IKEA, UPS, Airbus as well as city councils and residential areas.
We are a diverse and dynamic team, looking for motivated maintenance coordinator to strengthen our
team and help us to provide a great customer service.

YOUR MISSION:
- Coordinating maintenance tasks and finding service providers
- Development and implementation of maintenance plans
- Establishing repair and maintenance documentations incl. incident analysis, protocols and
maintenance reports
- Keeping track of the supply and inventory of spare parts internal and at service partners
- Contributing to improvement of operational manuals and maintenance instructions
- Setting up and implementation of training plans for new service partners
- Developing network of maintenance service partners in Europe and globally

YOU BRING:
-

Relevant training certificates and licenses
5+ years of experience in maintenance coordination, vehicle repairs or similar
Knowledge and ability to operate hand and power tools
Willingness to travel and learn
Excellent customer service and negotiation skills
Outstanding leadership and organizational skills
Driving license category B
Fluent in English and good German skills

WE OFFER:
-

Immense learning and high level of responsibility from day 1
Dynamic startup environment and growing international team
Support in personal and professional development
Brand new modern office and final assembly facility close to the HafenCity

SOUNDS INTERESTING? Please send your CV and relevant documents to we@nuwiel.de

NÜWIEL GmbH
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